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University Turbine Systems Research (UTSR) Gas
Turbine Industrial Fellowship (GTIF)

• The UTSR Program is part of the Advanced Turbine
Program managed by the DOE Office of Fossil Energy

• “UTSR addresses scientific research to develop and
transition advanced turbines and turbine-based systems
that will operate cleanly and efficiently when fueled with
coal-derived synthesis gas and hydrogen fuels.”<
http://www.swri.org/UTSR/default.htm>

• “GTIF provides undergraduate- and graduate-level
science and engineering students with the opportunity
to conduct research, engineering, and design projects at
leading gas turbine industry sponsors.”
<http://www.swri.org/UTSR/default.htm>
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Projects
• Dates: July 5 – Sept 23 2011
• Main Project:
 Development of Nozzle Straightening Process using Induction Heating
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Nozzle Straightening
• Assembly process imperfect, sometimes causes an
angular deflection at the joints

• Tight positional tolerances at the tip (0.030 in)
• Current Process
 Use TIG torch to heat a localized area on one side, heat disturbed
material contracts upon cooling to cause bending and yield

• Problem
 There is concern that TIG straightening process melts the material.
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Nozzle Straightening
• Proposed Solution
 To heat the weld joint area by induction and apply a load at the nozzle
tip to impose deflection

• Advantages of Method/Induction Heating
 Temperature and heating rate can be controlled using temperature
sensing feedback
 Amount of applied deflection is controlled
 Heating area can be very uniform and precise
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Nozzle Straightening
• Objective
 To develop a standardized, controlled, and repeatable process for the
straightening of fuel nozzles
 First pass: to determine whether proposed method is feasible and
basic relationships of parameters
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Nozzle Straightening
• Setup
Heating
zone
Fixture movement
Force

Tip deflection
Tip deflection
Force

Figure 1. Diagrams of the experimental setup. The force is applied axially on the load cell (force sensor) mounted to the ring that captures the nozzle tip.
The tip deflection is measured by either a dial indicator or a slide potentiometer. The fixture movement is a measurement of the edge displacement of base
of the nozzle (in the axial direction), also measured with the same instruments. It is used for post-processing with the goal of subtracting the component
of the tip deflection that is due to fixture movement rather than bending of the nozzle.
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Nozzle Straightening
• Setup

Figure 2. A picture of the induction coil heating up the weld joint area (left). A picture of the ring on which the load cell is mounted (right).
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Nozzle Straightening
• Setup
 Electronic force and displacement sensors (load cell and slide pots)
 Analog output from Mikron IR camera for temperature measurement
 Sample time: 0.1 s
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Nozzle Straightening
• Testing to Determine Yield Point
 Apply load to cold part
 Heat part to 1500 F to determine yielding temperatures
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Results
• How hot? ~1200 F
Force vs Temperature
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Results
• Temperature required ~1200 F
 Why not higher? There would be changes in the microstructure of the
material (hardening, increase in brittleness, etc)
 High temperatures result in faster heat transfer over the part. High
compressive stresses in the swirler adjacent to the weld joint may
damage the swirler.
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Results (R. Brinkley)
• Heating to 1500F in 30 seconds, high localized stresses
in vanes
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Procedure
• Testing for Elastic Recovery





Heat to 1200 F
Apply load
Remove load
Turn off heat, air cool

 Measuring for the amount the part yields/the amount of elastic
recovery.
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Results
• Cooling process does not “undo” yielding achieved
•

while at elevated temperatures (part does not move
during cooling process)
Values attained are a consistent factor (< 1 order of
magnitude) larger than FEA analysis values,
unaccounted fixture movement suspected

• Heating that is not uniform will bend a part whose tip is
free
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Results
• Example of Straightening
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Fixture/Setup Limitations
• Limitations to be noted







Elastic deformation of fixture
Tolerances in threading, rotary plate, center axis, etc.
Mounting plate not true with rotary axis
High amount of noise in temperature measurement
Drift of force measurement over time
Very very “abused” test piece

• Measures taken to correct limitations
 Measurement of fixture movement
 Post processing
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Conclusions
• Temperature required ~1200 F
• Forces required: up to 500 lbf, but usually ~300 lbf,
•

depending on required amount to yield
Cooling process does not “undo” yielding achieved
while at elevated temperatures (part does not move
during cooling process)

• We have shown that a part can be successfully yielded
at reasonable force levels at a temperature of about 1200
F.
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Suggestions For Future Work
• Induction Coil Design
 If current flowing circumferentially around part is much more effective
than bent a loop on part.
 Suggested design: ~1/4 inch copper plate
► Allows for reuse of same induction plate
► Can be consistently and precisely machined
► Perfectly round loop
► Fine adjustments for centering possible with appropriate mount
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Suggestions for Future Work
Proposed Design of Induction Coil
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Suggestions for Future Work
• Correct for measured nozzle tip deflection
 Either:
► Track movement of nozzle base
► Calibrate new model to production fixture

• Other details (to be listed in full report)
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Thank you
• Project Involvement and Support
 Roger Brinkley, Dan Burke, Bruce Harrar, Darrell Cox, Jim Prestel,
Scott Litaker

• Leaders
 Mentor: Mike Hackenberg
 Supervisor: Andrew Touvannas

• All
 Thank you all for making me feel very welcome at Woodward. It has
been a fruitful and very enjoyable experience to be part of the
Woodward family.

